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Nuance Brings Embedded Dictation Capabilities to the Car
Nuance Expands Biometrics Offerings, Takes Aim at Fraud With Consumers Around the Globe
Increasingly Impacted by Fraud, Hacks, and Password Breaches, Nuance Steps up Biometric
Security Solutions

LONDON – May 3, 2017 – Today from the Opus Research Intelligent Assistants Conference, Nuance
Communications, Inc. announced expanded biometrics offerings to address the alarming rate of consumer fraud
around the globe. With new capabilities in voice, facial and behavioral biometrics, Nuance’s Security Suite now
takes fraud prevention beyond the contact center by combining digital inputs to more accurately detect fraud
across multiple channels resulting in millions saved each year.

Recent surveys seeking to understand current consumer perceptions of fraud have revealed that, in the US
alone, more than 50% of the population has reported being a victim of some type of fraud or data breach, while
nearly 40% in the U.K. have reported the same. Additionally, across the US and the U.K.

·         A combined 80% of consumers report being emotionally scarred from the fraud incident

·         75% of consumer fraud occurs with a financial institution

·         25% of consumers stopped doing business with an organization following a fraud occurrence

o    16% of consumers stopped doing business with an organization following a fraud occurrence even if they
considered the organization had handled the fraud incident well.

·         21% of consumers believe that the organization poorly handled their fraud case – and this worsened their
perception of the company.

·         Telecom service providers were considered as being the worst at handling fraud cases

·         Credit card issuers were considered the best at handling fraud cases

“Fraud continues to be a serious global problem, and the impact on consumers is not to be ignored,” said
Robert Weideman, senior vice president, general manager, Enterprise Division, Nuance. “Enterprises have a
real opportunity – today more than ever – to take a more aggressive stance when it comes to fighting fraud to
not only drive down the exorbitant costs related to fraud, but also to build consumer trust. Recent results
shared with us by our customers showcase the multiple benefits to both the organization and to the
consumer.” 

  

This week, Nuance and its customers are taking the stage at the Opus Research Intelligent Assistants
Conference in London to talk about the global impact of fraud, and the steps that organizations can take to put
their consumers’ security first. Biometrics technology is being embraced worldwide to not only provide a more
secure and seamless authentication experience, but also to reduce fraud with compelling results:

·         A top five UK bank saw a 59% decrease in account takeover within 30 days of deploying Nuance’s
Security Suite including FraudMiner

·         A top five US bank prevented $6.2M in annual fraud loss

http://opusresearch.cvent.com/events/ia-conference-london-2017/event-summary-547b0c86977049c7ab546f8c84e3e29c.aspx
http://www.nuance.co.uk/
https://www.nuance.com/omni-channel-customer-engagement/security/multi-modal-biometrics.html
http://opusresearch.cvent.com/events/ia-conference-london-2017/event-summary-547b0c86977049c7ab546f8c84e3e29c.aspx
http://www.nuance.com/for-business/customer-service-solutions/FraudMiner


·         A top five US telecom saw a 20% decrease in fraud losses within 30 days of deploying voice biometrics

Nuance’s Security Suite has been adopted globally by large organizations, such as the Australian Tax
Office, Barclays, ING Netherlands, Tangerine Bank, Tatra Banka, Turkcell, Santander Mexico and Vodacom South
Africa and many more.

For Media:

Nuance will be participating in the Opus Research IA Conference this week.  To schedule a conversation during
the conference, please contact Kate Baldwin 02076084677 (on behalf of Nuance) or Vanessa Richter at +32
475769507. The full conference agenda can be found here, with Nuance and its customers participating in the
following sessions:

·         Featured Keynote: Sebastian Reeve, Nuance; Angela Downes, Dixons Carphone

·         Featured Financial Services Case Study: Mark Bramley, Head of Business Management | Global Contact
Centres, Retail Banking and Wealth Management | HSBC Holdings PLC

·         Featured Case Study: Insert Santander info if confirmed

·         Implementing Voice Biometrics Solutions: Brett Beranek, Nuance

Conference Details

What: Nuance at the 2017 Opus Intelligent Assistants Conference

When: May 4-5, 2017

Where: Claridge’s Hotel London

Why: Nuance is showcasing its broad portfolio of intelligent customer engagement solutions powered by
artificial intelligence at the 2017 Opus Intelligent Assistants Conference. Executives from Nuance and its
customers will speak about customer experience innovations and trends.

For media: To make an appointment to speak with an executive from Nuance, please contact Kate Baldwin
02076084677 (on behalf of Nuance) or Vanessa Richter at +32 475769507.

Methodology
(1) Source: The Consumer Fraud Perceptions survey findings included in this press release were fielded by
independent panel research firm, AYTM, and commissioned by Nuance Communications, Inc. Responses were
generated from two surveys among 425 consumers each in the UK and the US. All respondents were over the
age of 18. The margin of error for the survey is +/-4%.

About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications, Inc. is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and
consumers around the world.  Its technologies, applications and services make the user experience more
compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and

http://www.nuance.com/company/news-room/press-releases/ATO-implements-Nuance-voice-biometrics.docx
http://www.nuance.com/ucmprod/groups/healthcare/@web-enus/documents/collateral/nc_032828.pdf
http://www.nuance.com/company/news-room/press-releases/ING-Introduces-Voice-Controlled-App-Nuance.docx
http://whatsnext.nuance.com/customer-experience/tangerine-bank-mobile-virtual-assistant-voice-biometrics-nuance/
http://www.nuance.com/company/news-room/press-releases/Tatra-Banka-Press-Release.docx
http://www.nuance.com/company/news-room/press-releases/NC_009380
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHE6stYhfNQ
http://www.nuance.com/company/news-room/press-releases/Global-Voice-Biometrics-Adoption.docx
http://opusresearch.cvent.com/events/ia-conference-london-2017/custom-18-547b0c86977049c7ab546f8c84e3e29c.aspx


thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications.  For more information, please
visit www.nuance.com.

Trademark reference: Nuance and the Nuance logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of Nuance
Communications, Inc. or its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks
referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.
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